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1. Motivation

We study the properties of the integrated score estimator (ISE), which is the Laplace version of Manski’s
maximum score estimator (MSE). The ISE is one of a class of estimators whose basic asymptotic properties
were studied in Jun, Pinkse, andWan (2009, 2014). Here, we establish that theMSE is stochastically dominated
by the ISE under the conditions necessary for the MSE to attain its 3

p
n convergence rate and that the ISE

has the same convergence rate as Horowitz’s smoothed maximum score estimator (SMSE) under somewhat
weaker conditions. Further, we introduce an inference procedure that is not only rate adaptive as established
in Jun, Pinkse, and Wan (2009, 2014), but also uniform in the choice of the input parameter ˛n. We propose
three different first order bias elimination procedures and we discuss the choice of input parameters. We
develop a computational algorithm for the ISE based on the Gibbs sampler and we examine implementational
issues in detail. We argue in favor of normalizing the norm of the parameter vector as opposed to fixing one
of the coefficients. Finally, we evaluate the computational efficiency of the ISE and the performance of the
ISE and its inference procedure in an extensive Monte Carlo study.

The MSE proposed in Manski (1975, M75) is an intuitive and appealing estimator for the standard single
equation binary choice model, which has been extended to multinomial choice and fixed effects panel data
models (Manski, 1987). Its principal attraction is that, unlike the probit estimator, it does not require the
the latent variable equation error to have a known distribution nor for it to be independent of the regressors:
heteroskedasticity of unknown form is permitted. This added level of generality comes at a cost, however:
the MSE converges at a 3

p
n rate, is set–valued,4 has a Chernoff rather than a normal limit distribution, is

difficult to compute (Pinkse, 1993; Florios and Skouras, 2008), and cannot be bootstrapped in its standard
form (Abrevaya and Huang, 2005).

Horowitz (1992, H92) has shown that if the MSE objective function, which is a step function, is smoothed
out then under additional smoothness conditions on the distributions of the model variables the convergence
rate of the SMSE can exceed that of the MSE and the SMSE will have a normal limit distribution. Please
see Chen and Zhang (2014) for the local polynomial analog and Hong, Mahajan, and Nekipelov (2010,
HMN10) for an alternative based on numerical derivatives. However, as Chamberlain (1986) has shown, the
parametric

p
n rate is not attainable unless additional restrictions are imposed like the independence of errors

and regressors (Powell, Stock, and Stoker, 1989; Klein and Spady, 1993; Ichimura, 1993) or the availability of
a ‘special regressor’ (Lewbel, 1998). Moreover, Pollard (1993) has shown that 3

p
n is the best rate achievable

under the smoothness conditions required for the MSE: the SMSE converges more slowly than the MSE if the
additional conditions needed for the SMSE are not satisfied.

The ISE uses the idea of Chernozhukov and Hong (2003, CH03), pretends that the MSE objective function
(times an input parameter ˛2n=n) is a loglikelihood function, and computes a quasi–Bayesian posterior mean.
Jun, Pinkse, and Wan (2009, 2014, JPW09,JPW14) have shown that the resulting estimator has, depending on
the pseudo prior � and the rate of ˛n, the same convergence rate under similar conditions as the ones needed
for the MSE and SMSE, respectively. Indeed, depending on the choice of ˛n and the degree of smoothness
(e.g. of the limit objective function), the limit distribution can be (a) Chernoff, (b) a ratio of integrals over
Gaussian processes, or (c) normal. This result thus bridges the gap between the Chernoff limit distribution of
4Even though the parameter of interest is point identified.
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the MSE and the normal limit distribution of the SMSE. HMN10 found that maximizing the MSE objective
function by numerical derivative methods can also lead to a limit distribution that is a hybrid of a normal and
a Chernoff.

We propose an inference procedure for the ISE which (as mentioned before) is not only rate–adaptive as
established in Jun, Pinkse, and Wan (2009, 2014) but also uniformly valid with respect to the choice of the
input parameter ˛n (provided that it does not diverge too slowly), which is not available for other methods.
This is an alternative to first choosing between MSE and SMSE and if one chooses the SMSE then being
careful to choose a bandwidth that is compatible with the limiting normal distribution (assuming that the
additional smoothness conditions are satisfied). Indeed, we show that if one uses the SMSE asymptotic
distribution for a bandwidth that tends to zero for a fixed sample size n then both the size and the power of
(SMSE) t tests goes to zero. So with the ISE one has to guard against excessive smoothing whereas with the
SMSE one has to guard both against excessive and insufficient smoothing to get reliable inference results.
Our procedure, however, does not adapt to the degree of smoothness q of the limit objective function.5

The above discussion does not dictate a particular choice of input parameters ˛n; � . In fact, as we will argue
later, there does not exist a theoretically optimal pair .˛n; �/ even if the degree of smoothness q is known.
This is analogous to the problem with the kernel regression estimator that if the unknown regression function
is twice continuously differentiable then the optimal bandwidth can be determined for a given second order
kernel, but for higher order kernels no optimal bandwidth exists. This issue arises equally for the MSE and
SMSE. Fortunately, performance of the ISE appears to be fairly robust over a wide range of input parameter
choices and, unlike with the SMSE, the choice of ˛n does not depend on the scaling of the regressors. We
therefore make a simple specific recommendation that is straightforward to implement: choose ˛n D 1:5 3

p
n

and choose �.�/ / ˚1C k�k2	�.1Cd/=2, where d C 1 is the dimension of the regressor vector, and correct
for the asymptotic bias in the inference procedure.

We further show that the ISE stochastically dominates the MSE under the conditions spelled out in Kim
and Pollard (1990, KP90) for the MSE to be 3

p
n–consistent. Under the KP90 conditions 3

p
n is the best

attainable rate, but we show here that the Chernoff limit distribution of the MSE is then not the best attainable
limit distribution. This result complements the result established in H92 (and shown here to be shared with
the ISE) that the SMSE (and the ISE) converge faster under additional conditions.

We compute our estimator using a simple Gibbs sampling procedure. Since the ISE is the quasi posterior
mean of a density function that is proportional to the product of a (chosen) pseudo prior and the exponential of
a step function, a draw from the conditional quasi posterior distribution of one coefficient given the remaining
coefficients is simple and relatively inexpensive. Indeed, computing the SMSE by simulated annealing was
considerably slower in every scenario than computing the ISE using the Gibbs algorithm.6 The uniform
inference procedure is also based on simulations and entails little more than taking draws from a multivariate
normal and summing.
5Kotlyarova and Zinde-Walsh (2006) propose a smoothness–adaptive estimation procedure for a different estimation problem, which
we discuss later.
6We should point out that the simulated annealing routine that we use to compute the SMSE may not be optimal, but the same is true
for our Gibbs sampling routine to compute the ISE. All computing times increase roughly linearly both in the sample size and in the
number of unknowns. Please see table 2 for more details.
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We provide simulation results to highlight a number of features. In section 3 we complement our theoretical
results by simulations that illustrate graphically (see figure 1) and powerfully how the choice of input parameter
affects asymptotic efficiency (in terms of a comparison of the limit distribution functions) in the case in which
only the MSE conditions are known to hold.

The remaining numerical results are contained in section 7. There we study the behavior of our estimators
in three different designs: standard probit, probit with heteroskedasticity, and a homoskedastic binary choice
model in which the error term follows a Laplace (symmetric exponential) distribution, i.e. one design in
which the probit estimator is consistent, one in which theory suggests that the SMSE or the ISE with slowly
increasing ˛n converge fastest, and one in which the SMSE conditions (and the ISE conditions needed for
faster convergence) are violated. We conclude. as noted above, that performance is fairly stable over a large
range of ˛n values and that choosing ˛n D1 (or equivalently using the MSE) is indeed inefficient in every
scenario.

We analyze how the choice of input parameters ˛n; � affects performance (see e.g. figure 3) and compare
a measure of estimation error across estimators for the three designs mentioned above, three different sample
sizes, with five and nine regressors, and for two choices of priors. Our simulation results reported in table 1
demonstrate that the ISE with a t based prior performs better than the ISE with a uniform prior, which in turn
outperforms the SMSE, but it should be pointed out that performance of the SMSE could likely be improved
with a different choice of kernel, or indeed by using the alternatives proposed in Chen and Zhang (2014) and
HMN10.7

Finally, we document the behavior of our uniform inference procedure, which appears to perform well
for the t based prior, as evidenced by the size and power plots in figures 4 and 5, and described in detail in
section 7.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. In section 2 we present the binary choice model and
establish the asymptotic properties of the ISE, noting that most of the results are implied by or follow quickly
from those in JPW14. Section 3 documents the inefficiency of the MSE, compared with the ISE, under the
conditions needed for the MSE to be 3

p
n–consistent. Section 4 discusses the choice of input parameters.

Section 5 proposes our uniform inference procedure and establishes its uniformity properties analytically.
Finally, section 6 documents our computation method and section 7 contains the results of our extensive
simulation study.

2. Asymptotics

Consider the binary choice model

(1) yi D 1
�
�

|

0 zi � ai C ui � 0
�
; i D 1; : : : ; n;

where 1 denotes the indicator function, xi D Œai z
|
i
�
| is a vector of regressors, ui an unobservable error

term, and �0 2 Rd the parameter vector of interest. The coefficient on ai is assumed to equal minus one in
lieu of normalizing the norm of the coefficients of zi to be one. The usual scale normalization is equivalent
7We did not include further comparisons since the computer time demands of our current experiments were already substantial and
most of these experiments predate our awareness of Chen and Zhang (2014).
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to setting the absolute value of the coefficient of ai to be one, but we focus on the case where it equals minus
one for the sake of presentational simplicity.8 The objective is to estimate �0 using an i.i.d. sample f.yi ;xi /g.

As in Manski (1985) we assume that

(2) Med.u1jx1/ D 0 a.s.,
and that the conditional distribution of a1 given z1 D z is at almost all z absolutely continuous with respect
to the Lebesgue measure with density function f .�jz/. These assumptions will be stated formally further
down this section in a somewhat different guise. We let p.x/ D E.y1jx1 D x/ such that (2) implies that
2p
�
�

|

0 z; z
� D 1 at almost all z.9

The maximum score estimator (MSE) proposed in M75 maximizes the objective function

(3) Ln.�/ D 1

n

nX
iD1

.2yi � 1/1
�
ai � �|

zi

�
:

H92 proposed replacing the indicator function in (3) with an integrated kernel to obtain the smoothed
maximum score estimator (SMSE) which features a faster convergence rate and asymptotic normality under
additional smoothness conditions. Instead of smoothing, we follow CH03 and use a Laplace–type estimator,
namely

(4) O� D
R
��.�/ exp

˚
˛2nLn.�/gd�R

�.�/ exp
˚
˛2nLn.�/gd�

;

where ˛n; � are input parameters. In CH03 ˛n was implicitly chosen to equal
p
n under the assumption

that the objective function Ln allows for a stochastic quadratic expansion. However, their assumption is not
satisfied in our case and consequently the choices of ˛n and � affect the first order asymptotic properties of
our estimator.

Assumption.
A. �0 is in the interior of a compact set ‚;
B. 2p.�|

0 z; z/ D 1 for almost all z, P .v|
x1 D 0/ < 1 for any v ¤ 0, 0 < p.a; z/ < 1 for almost all a; z,

and f .z|
�0jz/ > 0 for almost all z;

C. for some q � 0, p is q C 1 times continuously differentiable with respect to a at .�|

0 z; z/ for almost all z;
D. f .�jz/ is q times continuously differentiable at �|

0 z for almost all z;
E. Efsupa f .ajz1/kz1kg <1;
F. for some � � 2, Ekz1k� <1;
G. 0 < V D �2E˚z1z

|
1
@ap.�

|

0 z1; z1/f .�
|

0 z1jz1/
	
;

H. � is q times continuously differentiable at �0;
I. �.�/ > 0 at all � in the interior of ‚ and �.�/ D 0 at all � 62 ‚.

We now compare our conditions to what is needed to establish a limit distribution for the MSE and SMSE.
The MSE conditions should be compared to ours for the case q D 0 and the SMSE for q D 1.
8To generalize to normalizing the absolute value of the coefficient one can stick the solutions for each of the˙1 normalizations into
the maximum score objective function and see which one yields the highest value.
9We will simply write p.a; z/ for pf.a; z|

/
|g.
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Manski (1985) normalized the parameter space to be a unit circle so that assumption A was automatic.
Assumption A was also used in H92.

Assumption B is equivalent to assumption 2 in Manski (1985). Assumptions C, D, F and G with q D 0
are equivalent to KP90, condition (iv). HMN10 assume the differentiability of the expectation of (3), which
roughly corresponds to assumptions C and D. Assumptions H and I are input parameters for our estimator
and hence play no role in the comparison. Thus, our assumptions are equivalent to those necessary to obtain
a limit distribution of the MSE.

Compared to H92, assumptions A, B and G appear in both, assumptions C to E are implied by assumptions
8 and 9 and assumption F is weaker than assumption 5.10 Again, assumptions H and I are conditions on input
parameters which can be satisfied by their choice and are hence irrelevant for the comparison of assumptions.
Thus, our assumptions are weaker than those in H92. To obtain normality, HMN10make the same assumptions
as H92.

We are now in a position to state the asymptotics of the Laplace version of the MSE under various
assumptions. Let

(5) H.t; s/ D E
˚
f .�

|

0 z1jz1/
ˇ̌
Med.t|z1; s

|
z1; 0/

ˇ̌	
;

and let G be a zero mean Gaussian process with covariance kernelH .

Theorem 1 (Asymptotic distribution).
(i) If assumptions A to I are satisfied for q D 0 and m D 2, and moreover ˛n � 3

p
n then

3
p
n. O� � �0/ d! C;

where C is the Chernoff distribution, i.e. the distribution of argmaxt
˚
G.t/ � t|V t=2	;

(ii) If assumptions A to I are satisfied for q D 0 and m D 2, and 0 < limn!1 ˛n= 3
p
n D c2˛ <1 then

3
p
n. O� � �0/ d! 1

c2˛

R
t expfc3˛G.t/g�V .t/dtR
expfc3˛G.t/g�V .t/dt

:

(iii) If assumptions A to I are satisfied for q D 1 and m D 3, and limn!1 ˛n= 5
p
n D c2˛ <1 then

n2=5. O� � �0/ d! N.c�4˛ B; c2˛V /;

with V D ’ ts
|
H.t; s/�V .t/�V .s/dtds and B D R fD�1.t/C�0DQ3.t/g�V .t/dt=�0, whereDQ3

is the third order term in a Taylor expansion ofQ.�0 C t=˛n/ around �0, where �0 D �.�0/,Q is the
expectation of Ln, and �V is the density of N.0; V �1/.

In theorem 1 we normalize the coefficient of the last regressor to be �1, which is similar to H92. When a
different normalization is used, the limit distributions described in theorem 1 need to be adjusted accordingly.
For example, under Manski’s normalization (i.e. the norm of the d C 1 dimensional parameter vector equals
one), the Delta method shows that the limit distribution of the first d elements of the normalized estimator is
10Denoting Horowitz’s p and F on page 510 by pH and FH , we have pH .sjz/ D f .� 00z � sjz/, FH .�sjs; z/ D 1� p.� 00z � s; z/.
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characterized by �k�0k2 C 1�I � �0�|

0�k�0k2 C 1�3=2
times the limit distributions indicated in theorem 1.

The bias in the normality case need to be dealt with in conducting inference. JPW14 discussed two
possibilities: either directly estimating the bias or using a bias–eliminating prior such as in a neighborhood of
�0

��.�/ /
p
� detf@��|Q.�/g;

which we call the Jeffreys prior for its resemblance with the Jeffreys prior in the Bayesian literature.11 In
this paper we propose another simulation–based approach, which we believe is preferable to the first two
methods because computation is easier than if one uses the Jeffreys prior and performance is better than if one
subtracts out the bias; these issues are discussed in greater detail in section 6 and the recommended choice of
prior in section 4.1.

The new idea is related with the fact that we do not choose a particular limiting distribution to conduct
inference but we simulate some random variables O‰ such that the limit distribution of O‰ automatically adapts
to the rate of ˛n. In fact, in section 5 we show that this approach is not only rate adaptive but also uniformly
valid within the class of all input parameters that satisfy a certain rate condition. We will show there how
to simulate O‰ such that the bias in the normality case is automatically incorporated in O‰. For more details,
please see section 5.

3. Efficiency

Theorem 1 demonstrates that the limit distribution of our estimator depends both on the choice of input
parameters and on the smoothness of f; p. Under the weaker set of assumptions (q D 0 and � D 2) our
estimator, under the same assumptions as KP90 for the MSE, has a 3

p
n convergence rate, which is known to

be the best rate attainable (Pollard (1993)). If ˛n � 3
p
n then the limit distributions of our estimator and the

MSE coincide. If ˛n � 3
p
n rate, however, the limit distributions differ. The main content of this section is an

efficiency comparison in the two cases, i.e. ˛n � 3
p
n (or, indeed the MSE) and ˛n � 3

p
n.

Indeed, the following theorems illustrate that the MSE case is generally suboptimal. Let O�c˛ denote
O� using ˛n D c2˛

3
p
n with O�1 as the special case with the same limit distribution as the MSE. We now

compare the limit distributions of O�c˛ and O�1. We denote the survivor function of the limit distribution ofˇ̌
3
p
n�

|
. O�c˛ � �0/

ˇ̌
by NFc˛ , where � is an arbitrary vector in Rd with k�k D 1.

Theorem 2 (Tail probabilities). For all 0 < K;� <1 there exists a c�̨ > 0 such that

(6) inf
0<c˛<c

�
˛

NF1.K/= NFc˛ .K/ > �:

11For issues of using an estimated prior, please see JPW14.
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Further, NF1 locally first order stochastic dominates (LFOSD) NFc˛ in following sense: for any NK > 0, there
exists a c�̨ > 0 such that for any 0 � K � NK,

inf
0<c˛<c

�
˛

˚ NF1.K/ � NFc˛ .K/	 � 0;
where the inequality is strict for some 0 < K < NK.

Note first that being stochastically dominated is a good thing here since we want small values for 3
p
nk O�c˛�

�0k. Further, LFOSD is a weaker concept than FOSD. Indeed, the proof of theorem 2 does not generalize to
FOSD, although it does not rule it out either. In fact, the simulations results reported later in this section do
suggest the presence of a FOSD relationship, but we have failed to prove it. We can establish second order
stochastic dominance (SOSD), however, as is asserted in the following theorem.

Theorem 3 (Stochastic dominance). There exists a c�̨ > 0 such that for any K� � 0,

(7) inf
0<c˛<c

�
˛

Z K�

0

f NF1.K/ � NFc˛ .K/gdK � 0;

where the inequality is strict for all 0 < K� < NK for some NK > 0.

The key point of theorem 3 is uniformity, i.e. c�̨ does not depend on K�. Therefore, we can choose a
sufficiently small c˛ such that O�1 (and hence the MSE) is less efficient in the SOSD sense than O�c˛ for finite
c˛.

Please note that, although it was established in H92 that the SMSE converges faster under additional
smoothness conditions, Pollard (1993) showed that the SMSE converges more slowly than the MSE if q D 0.
So the results in H92 that establish that the SMSE converges faster under additional conditions neither imply
nor contradict theorem 3.

0 0:2 0:4 0:6 0:8 1

0:2

0:4

0:6

0:8

1
c˛ #

c˛ "

p

Fc˛
fF�1
1 .p/g

Figure 1. Efficiency of our estimator; d D 1
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Figure 1 provides further support to our claim that the MSE is inefficient, even if q D 0. Indeed, figure 1
depicts how Fc˛ D 1 � NFc˛ behaves as c˛ changes. We computedPJ

jD1 tj .t2j C 1/ exp
˚
c2˛G.tj / � c2˛t2j =2 � c2˛G.M /C c2˛M2=2

	PJ
jD1.t2j C 1/ exp

˚
c2˛G.tj / � c2˛t2j =2 � c2˛G.M /C c2˛M2=2

	 ;
with J D 106 (a million), tj D tan

˚
�.2j � 1/=4J	,M D argmaxjD1;:::;JfG.tj / � t2j =2g 167,400 times for

sixteen different values of c˛, ranging from
p
100 down by factors of 16

p
100.12

On the vertical axis is the value of Fc˛
˚
F�11 .p/

	
with p the value on the horizontal axis. The 45 degree

line then corresponds to c˛ D 1 and curves above the 45 degree line correspond to smaller values of c˛ and
curves below the 45 degree line to larger values of c˛ . The efficiency differences across limit distributions is
striking with the MSE distribution being the least efficient of all. For instance, the median of F1 corresponds
to approximately the first quartile of F1.

Figure 1 suggests that Fc˛ changes monotonically in c˛, which implies that F1 first order stochastically
dominates Fc˛ , recalling that the estimator with the dominated limit distribution has greater asymptotic
efficiency than the estimator with the dominating limit distribution. This would be a far stronger result than
theorem 2, but one for which (as noted earlier) we have no proof.

The above discussion may give the false impression that picking a small value of c˛ (and hence of ˛n) is
necessarily better. However, note that the above comparison analyzes the limit distribution Fc˛ , which is
obtained by taking n!1 first with a fixed c˛ . If one lets c˛ ! 0 first then O� converges to the mean of the
prior for any fixed sample size n. An informal way of describing what is happening is that choosing a finite
c˛ introduces bias in the finite sample distribution of O� which vanishes as n!1.

It is of course possible to make c˛ depend on n and let c˛ ! 0 as n ! 1. This would be in line with
theorem 1(iii) of our estimator. However, as Pollard (1993) has shown for the SMSE— and as is also the case
here — if q D 0 then the MSE has a 3

p
n convergence rate but the SMSE may have a convergence rate that is

slower than 3
p
n and with a degenerate limit distribution. This happens because oversmoothing causes the

bias term to dominate.
With additional smoothness assumptions, of course, both our estimator for ˛n D c2˛n2=5 (see theorem 1(iii))

and the SMSE converge faster than the MSE and both have a more convenient normal limit distribution.
A comparison of the efficiency of the SMSE and our estimator is not fruitful. As already noted, under the

stated conditions the asymptotic bias can be made to vanish by picking a suitable prior � for our estimator
and a higher order kernel for the SMSE. The asymptotic mean square error can then be made arbitrarily small
by picking a very small c˛ (or a large bandwidth for the SMSE). Since the asymptotic mean square error can
be made arbitrarily close to zero for both estimators but the convergence rate cannot be improved without
making stronger assumptions, no meaningful efficiency comparison can be made between the two estimators.

4. Input Parameters

12We subtract c2˛fG.M / �M2g to reduce rounding error and use the specified nodes tj to ensure that the tails receive sufficient
weight. We ran a job for 23 hours on a cluster and 167,400 is the number of times these computations could be made within that time
span.
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4.1. Prior. The choice of prior we recommend is a prior based on the d–variate Cauchy distribution, i.e. to
choose (on a bounded set)

�.�/ / 1

.1C k�k2/.1Cd/=2 ;(8)

which is shown in theorem 4 to be equivalent to imposing a uniform prior on the unit half–sphere in RdC1, i.e.
an uninformative prior when the only information imposed is the sign of the last coefficient. Since the Cauchy
distribution is a t distribution with one degree of freedom and the conditional distribution of one element
given the remaining elements is again a t distribution we will call this choice of prior the t–based prior.

Theorem 4. Choosing � equal to the d–variate Cauchy density function (8) is equivalent to imposing a
uniform distribution on the unit half–sphere in RdC1. Further, if .�1; : : : ; �d / is a draw from a d–variate

Cauchy then �1

ıqPd
iD2 �2i C 1 is (conditional on �2; � � � ; �d ) a draw from a t–distribution with d degrees

of freedom.

Normalizing the coefficient of the last regressor ai to equal �1 is equivalent to restricting the parameter
space to a half–sphere. Imposing a flat prior on the half–sphere is more reasonable than imposing a flat
prior on �0 because the t–based prior treats all elements of the parameter vector symmetrically while the
flat prior on a subset of Rd penalizes different deviations from �0 differently. For instance, if for d D 1 the
true parameter vector equals Œ1;�1�| then with the simple uniform prior Œ0;�1�| and Œ2;�1�| are equally
far from the ‘truth.’ So an estimate that suggests that the first coefficient is twice as large as the second (in
absolute value) is equally bad as an estimate that suggests that the second coefficient is infinitely many times
as large as the first. This does not seem reasonable.

The above choice of prior does not eliminate bias, and certainly not higher order bias. However, based
on our experience with the simulations reported in section 7, the efficiency improvements from substantial
amounts of smoothing (paired with complicated bias corrections) are unlikely to be realized in practice unless
sample sizes are unusually large.

4.2. Smoothing. The “optimal” choice of ˛n depends on the degree of smoothness q and the choice of prior.
In practice the degree of smoothness is unknown. In a different context Kotlyarova and Zinde-Walsh (2006)
proposed a procedure which automatically adapts to the degree of smoothness, but found that the desirable
theoretical properties were not reflected in their simulation results.

Alternatively, one can assume a degree of smoothness, choose a prior, and then choose the value of ˛n that
minimizes e.g. the asymptotic mean square error.13 This is the route followed by H92, who (if one assumes
q D 1) minimizes the sum of the squared norm of the bias and the trace of the variance. The analogous choice
in our case would be

˛n D
�
4kBk2n2
tr.V /

�1=10
;

or indeed an estimator thereof.
However, if it is known that q D 1 then one can choose a bias–eliminating prior (or higher order kernel for

the SMSE) and there is then no (asymptotically) optimal choice of c˛ in ˛n D c2˛ 5
p
n because the optimal

13For q D 0 the limit distribution is not normal so other loss functions may be preferable.
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convergence rate is n2=5 which requires that ˛n � 5
p
n but the asymptotic mean square error is increasing in

c˛; the same issue arises with the SMSE or indeed nonparametric kernel estimation more generally.14

In view of the discussion above and in view of the fact that our inference procedure proposed in the
following section is adaptive to the rate of ˛n, we do not pursue an automatic (or optimal) choice of input
parameter ˛n. Our procedure does, however, have one fortuitous feature: ˛n multiplies the objective function
but does not scale the regressors, as it does with the SMSE.

Our simulation results suggest that ˛n D 1:5 3
p
n is a reasonable choice for all designs considered and

yields 3
p
n–consistent estimators regardless of the actual degree of smoothness q. More slowly increasing

choices of ˛n work better in theory if it is known that q � 1 and worse if q D 0, but the potential efficiency
gain promised by asymptotic theory does not appear to be substantial, certainly not in comparison with the
efficiency gain and computational simplicity of our estimator relative to the MSE.

5. Uniform Inference

We now present theoretical results supporting a simulation–based inference method that does not require
assumptions on the choice (including the rate) of the input parameter sequence other than it lying between
two diverging bounds. Unlike JPW14 the proposed method is shown to be not only rate–adaptive but also
uniformly valid for any such sequence of the input parameter. Unlike JPW14 we do not require that the bias
be removed in the estimator itself. This is an advantage because using the Jeffreys prior can be expensive in
terms of computer time, because implementing the Gibbs sampler to draw from the quasi–posterior requires
inverting the distribution function corresponding to the Jeffreys prior. Please see section 6 for more details.
Instead of removing the bias from the estimator we incorporate the bias correction into the simulation of the
limit distribution.

For the purpose of inference we propose drawing random numbers by

O‰ D 1
3
p
n

R
t�
�

O� C t= 3pn� exp�ˇ4=3n ˚
OG.t/ � t| OV t=2

	�
dtR

�
�

O� C t= 3pn� exp�ˇ4=3n ˚
OG.t/ � t| OV t=2

	�
dt
;(9)

to mimic the behavior of O� � �0, where ˇn D
p
˛3n=n and the prior � need not be the same as the prior �

used for estimation. Indeed, the choice of � can be used to address the bias issue in the faster convergence
case.

The discussion below focuses on the case q D 1, but other values of q can be accommodated analogously.
However, the analysis below presumes that a minimum value of q is known, so the procedure does not adapt
when the degree of (minimal) smoothness is unknown.

We make the following assumptions.

Assumption J. ˛n satisfies c2=3ˇ
5
p
n � ˛n � C 2ˇ 3

p
n for 0 < cˇ � Cˇ <1 which implies that cˇn�1=5 �

ˇn � Cˇ .

Assumption J restricts the sequences of input parameters that are allowed. Please note that assumption J
does not fix any specific rate of ˛n (as in theorem 1). Indeed, it allows for any sequence whose elements fall
14For the SMSE the asymptotic bias is zero if a higher order kernel is used. Hence the asymptotic mean square error is decreasing in
the choice of bandwidth.
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within the specified bounds: e.g. ˇn D 2C sin n is allowed, as is ˇn D n�1=51.n odd/C 1.n even/. So the
results in this section are uniform within the class of input parameters satisfying assumption J.

Assumption J covers the case ˛n � 5
p
n (i.e. case (iii) in theorem 1) and the case ˛n � 3

p
n (i.e. case

(ii) in theorem 1). The case of ˛n � 3
p
n (i.e. case (i) in theorem 1) is omitted. Please note that there is no

discontinuity between cases (i) and (ii) in theorem 1 in that as c˛ ! 1, the limit distribution of case (ii)
converges to that of case (i). Discontinuity between cases (ii) and (iii) is the inferential difficulty we address.

Assumption K. The function � used in (9) satisfies @� log�.�0/ D @� log�.�0/ � @� log��.�0/; with
�0 D �.�0/; �0 D �.�0/; ��0 D ��.�0/, where �� is a first order bias–eliminating prior (e.g. the Jeffreys
prior) bounded away from zero on ‚. Further, there exists a � > 1 such that

lim
ı#0

sup
k���0k<ı

ˇ̌
�.�/ � �0 � @�|�.�0/.� � �0/

ˇ̌
ı�

D 0:(10)

The second part of assumption K is a smoothness condition on �, which is implied by twice differentiability.
The first part of assumption K ensures that O‰ has the same bias as the estimator, even if ˛n � 5

p
n. An

example of a function � that satisfies the above conditions is any function � for which

�.�/ D �.�/

��.�/
;(11)

for � near �0.
To see how the proposed method works, please consider

(12)
p
n=˛n O‰ ' 1

ˇn

R
t
˚
�0 C t|@��.�0/=˛n

	
expfˇn OG.t/g�V .t/dt

�0
R
expfˇn OG.t/g�V .t/dt

' m1. OG; ˇn/C .˛nˇn/�1
R
tfD�1.t/=�0g�V .t/dt

1C ˇnm3. OG; ˇn/
;

where m1 and m3 are continuous functionals of G using e.g. a sup norm on compacta such that they are
continuous in ˇn, also. The precise definitions of the m–functions can be found in (21) in appendix B;
appendix B also contains a rigorous justification for this expansion. The expansion in (12) should be compared
with the asymptotic expansion of the estimator. Indeed, it is shown in appendix B that (as a byproduct of
theorem 1) under assumptions J and K we have the expansionp

n=˛n. O� � �0/ '
m1. QSn; ˇn/C .˛nˇn/�1t

R fD�1.t/=�0 CDQ3.t/g�V .t/dt
1C ˇnm3. QSn; ˇn/

:(13)

The stochastic terms in (12) and (13) determine the shape of the (limit) distributions: they depend on
the rate of ˛n. The nonstochastic terms in the numerators of (12) and (13) account for the bias if ˛n � 5

p
n

and they are asymptotically negligible if ˛n � 5
p
n. The choice of � by assumption K ensures that the two

nonstochastic terms coincide. Indeed, recall that �� satisfies
R
tfD��1.t/=��0 C DQ3.t/g�V .t/dt D 0:

Therefore, by assumption K,Z
tfD�1.t/=�0g�V .t/dt D

Z
tfD�1.t/=�0 �D��1.t/=��0 g�V .t/dt

D
Z
tfD�1.t/=�0 CDQ3.t/g�V .t/dt;
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which is exactly the bias term in (13).
Since assumption J is all that is needed for the expansions in (12) and (13), the intuitive arguments above

suggest that the inference based on O‰ is uniformly valid among the class of all ˛n sequences that satisfy
assumption J. We now formalize this result.

Theorem 5. Suppose that the assumptions of theorem 1 and assumptions J and K are satisfied and that q D 1.
For any x 2 R and w 2 Rd ,ˇ̌

P .w|
p
n=˛n O‰ � x/ � Pfw|

p
n=˛n. O� � �0/ � xg

ˇ̌! 0:

The trichotomy of theorem 1 suggests that inferential uncertainty is a practical issue, because what is chosen
in practice is the value of ˛n, not its rate. Theorem 5 shows that this problem can be resolved by simulating
quantiles of O‰ for the purpose of inference. If ˛n has a specific rate, then theorem 5 shows that inference based
on O‰ will be automatically adaptive. However, theorem 5 is a stronger result than rate–adaptive inference,
because theorem 5 does not presume the convergence of the distribution functions. Therefore, simulating
quantiles of O‰ for the purpose of inference is not only rate–adaptive but also uniform within the class of all
input parameters that satisfy assumption J.

Finally, please note that there are at least two alternative methods for making the bias in the limit distribution
reflect that in the estimator to the one proposed above. Indeed, one can replace (9) with either one of

(14)

(15)

8̂̂̂̂
ˆ̂<̂
ˆ̂̂̂̂:

1
3
p
n

R
t
˚
�. O� C t= 3pn/ � �. O�/@�| log��. O�/t= 3

p
n
	
exp

�
ˇ
4=3
n

˚
G.t/ � t| OV t=2

	�
dtR ˚

�. O� C t= 3pn/ � �. O�/@�| log��. O�/t= 3
p
n
	
exp

�
ˇ
4=3
n

˚
G.t/ � t| OV t=2

	�
dt

;

1
3
p
n

R
t�. O� C t= 3pn/ exp�ˇ4=3n ˚

G.t/ � t| OV t=2
	�
dtR

�. O� C t= 3pn/ exp�ˇ4=3n ˚
G.t/ � t| OV t=2

	�
dt
� 1

˛2n

OV
�1
@� log��. O�/:

The advantage of both (14) and (15) over (11) is computational simplicity and that they obviate the need
to deal with the problem of figuring out where to apply truncation to prevent small �� values. Please note
that (15) is equivalent to estimating and subtracting the bias from the estimator itself and not applying a
bias correction in the limit experiment. Our simulation results (not tabulated in this paper) suggest that (14)
performs somewhat better than (11) and (15) in practice.

6. Computation

6.1. Estimates. We now describe the Gibbs sampling scheme used to obtain our estimates. With the Gibbs
sampler from a given starting value one repeatedly draws �j from the conditional posterior of �j conditional
on the values of the remaining coefficients ��j , iterating over j , until convergence. Below we explain how to
obtain a random draw ��

j
from the conditional (pseudo) posterior of �j given ��j .

The conditional (pseudo) posterior of �j given ��j is

Qr.�j j��j / D
�.�j j��j / exp

˚
˛2nLn.�/gR

�.�j j��j / exp
˚
˛2nLn.�/gd�j

:

Therefore, we can obtain a random draw from Qr.�j j��j / by computing

��
j
D QR�1.�j��j /;(16)
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where � � U.0; 1/, QR.��j j��j / D
R ��
j�1 Qr.�j j��j /d�j is the distribution function of the conditional posterior,

and QR�1 is the (generalized) inverse of QR. We now address the question how best to do this.
The key insight is that Ln is a simple step function in each dimension. Indeed, let zij denote the j–th

element of zi and zi;�j the vector zi without its j–th element. For zij ¤ 0 define

Bi D
ai � �|

�j zi;�j

zij

;

ignoring observation i if zij D 0. Assume that the Bi ’s are sorted in ascending order, that the Bi ’s outside
the support of the conditional prior �.�j��j / are omitted,15 and that the observations are indexed 0; : : : ; n� 1
instead of 1; : : : ; n. Set B�1 D �1 and Bn D1.

Then

(17) Ln.�/ D 1

n

n�1X
iD0

.2yi � 1/1.z|
i
� � ai / D

1

n

n�1X
iD0

.2yi � 1/ sgn.zij /1.�j � Bi /C
1

n

n�1X
iD0

.2yi � 1/1.zij < 0/;

noting that the second right hand side term in (17) does not depend on � . Define

Ti D exp
�
˛2n
n

iX
sD0

.2ys � 1/ sgn.zsj /

�
; Ri D

iX
sD1

Ts�1.…s �…s�1/;

where…i D ….Bi�1j��j /.

B0 B1 B2 B3 B4

QR

�j

Figure 2. The conditional posterior of �j given ��j for n D 5 and a constant prior on
compact support.

For given ��j , let i be such that Bi�1 � ��j < Bi . Then

QR.��j j��j / /
Z ��

j

�.�j j��j / exp
˚
˛2nLn.�/

	
d�j

15In the notation we do not account for such omissions in the notation and continue to use n to denote the number of observations
(remaining).
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D
i�1X
sD0

Z Bs

Bs�1

�.�j j��j / exp
˚
˛2nLn.�/

	
d�j C

Z ��
j

Bi�1

�.�j j��j / exp
˚
˛2nLn.�/

	
d�j

/
iX
sD1

.…s �…s�1/Ts�1 C
˚
….��j j��j / �…i

	
Ti D Ri C

˚
….��j j��j / �…i

	
Ti ;

where the constant of proportionality in the / relations equalsRnC1 and hence does not depend on ��j . Thus,

QR.��j j��j / D
Ri C

˚
….��j j��j / �…i

	
Ti

RnC1

;(18)

which for a uniform prior is drawn in figure 2.
Let � be as in (16) and let i� be the largest integer for which Ri � � �RnC1. Then it follows from (16)

and (18) that

��
j
D QR�1.�j��j / D …�1

�
RnC1� �Ri

Ti

C…i � j��j
�
;

is a draw from the desired conditional posterior.

6.2. Limit distribution. We now describe the method we used to obtain draws from the limit distribution in
section 7. The method described here is likely inefficient and better methods can be found in various sources,
e.g. Stroud (1971).

For some large T , draw i.i.d. t1; : : : ; tT from a multivariate normal with mean zero and variance 2 OV �1.
Then compute weights �1; : : : ;�T with �j D exp

��t|
j

OV tj =4
�
. Then compute OH with j; ` element

n�1
Pn
iD1

ˇ̌
Med.t|

j
zi ; t

|
`
zi ; 0/

ˇ̌
f .�

|

0 zi jzi /.
Now, for each replication, draw OG1; : : : ; OGT from a multivariate normal with mean zero and variance OH

and compute e.g. PT
jD1 tj exp

�˚
�. O� C tj =˛n/ � �. O�/ O=˛n

	
exp.ˇn OGj /�j

�PT
jD1 exp

�˚
�. O� C tj =˛n/ � �. O�/ O=˛n

	
exp.ˇn OGj /�j

� ;
if (14) is desired and similarly for (11) and (15).

7. Simulations

7.1. Design. We have implemented our methodology using three designs. Each of the designs features a
constant term and a number of mutually independent standard normal regressors. The first design is a standard
probit model, the second design has ui D

˚ju�
i
j �ˆ�1.0:75/	x2

i2
with u�

i
standard normal and independent

of xi and xi2 the first slope regressor, and the third design is like a standard probit model albeit that the
errors are drawn from a Laplace distribution instead of a normal distribution. We will refer to these designs
as probit, hetero, and laplace, respectively. In all three designs the errors have zero median conditional on the
regressors. The second distribution features both an asymmetric error distribution and heteroskedasticity and
the third nondifferentiability of the error distribution at zero.

We are computing SMSE estimates using an adapted version of a simulated annealing algorithm kindly
provided to us by Yulia Kotlyarova and using a normal kernel and a range of bandwidths. For the Laplace
estimators we are using the Gibbs sampling scheme described in section 6 with a single chain using a burn–in

http://www.dal.ca/faculty/science/economics/faculty-staff/our-faculty/professors/yulia-katlyarova.html
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period of 10,000 draws and an average taken over 5,000 subsequent draws. These numbers are arbitrary and
suboptimal in multiple ways: it is probably best to run multiple chains simultaneously and to make the length
of the burn–in period depend on certain convergence criteria; see e.g. Cowles and Carlin (1996). Since we are
doing these computations for three designs, using two different priors, for two sample sizes, with five and
nine regressors, with sixteen different smoothing parameters, using 1,000 replications, budgetary constraints
precluded a deeper investigation into the optimal chain design or convergence criteria. In all cases probit
estimates were taken as the starting values.

The SMSE search was restricted to Œ�50; 50�d . The two priors that we used for the Laplace estimator are a
constant prior on Œ�50; 50�d and the t–based prior proposed in section 4.1 on the same support.16 Because
of computing time limitations we did not use the bias–eliminating Jeffreys prior. We used sample sizes of
both 1,000 and 2,000 and five and nine regressors (including an intercept and the regressor whose coefficient
is normalized). We used a large number of input parameters differing by a factor of 1.25 each (for all three
estimators) in order to study the effect of the choice of the input parameter on performance. In all cases
�0 D Œ1; : : : ; 1�|. We sometimes include the normalized coefficient in the parameter vector, in which case we
refer to the extended parameter vector.

If ˛n is chosen too small then the Laplace estimator will be close to the mean of the prior, i.e. zero.
Likewise, if the SMSE bandwidth is chosen too large then the SMSE is approximately equal to a large
constant times Ef.2y1 � 1/z1g (if nonzero).17 In probit the SMSE extended parameter vector estimates
(once normalized to have norm one) these come out to be approximately Œ0:527; 0:493; : : : ; 0:493;�0�|, and
Œ0:365; 0:352; : : : ; 0:352;�0�|, for five and nine regressors, respectively, which is closer to Œ�|

0 ;�1�|=
p
d C 1

than the prior used for the Laplace estimator. As will become apparent, it does not seem to matter much in
practice: if one oversmooths performance is poor for both estimators as expected and improves as ˛n increases
or h decreases. We have therefore not developed designs that do not favor the SMSE in this way.

7.2. Dependence on the input parameter. To investigate the dependence on the input parameter ˛n of the
Laplace estimator, we have graphed the quantity

1

R

RX
rD1
k O�
�
r � ��0 k;(19)

where O�
�
r D Œ O�

|

r ;�1�|=.k O�rk2 C 1/1=2 and ��0 D Œ�|

0 ;�1�|=.k�0k2 C 1/1=2 with O�r the Laplace estimator
in replication r , as a function of ˛n for several designs and input parameter choices. Figure 3 contains the
results which we only depict for the t–based prior since the pictures for the uniform prior are similar.

Each row corresponds to a single design with the right graph a detail of the left graph with the smaller
values of ˛n omitted. There are four curves in each graph corresponding to a sample size, number of regressors
pair where dots indicate the value at which the minimum is achieved.
16Therefore, the t–based prior has mean zero.
17Note that the SMSE maximizes n�1Pn

iD1.2yi � 1/Kf.z|
i
� � ai /=hg � K.0/E.2yi � 1/C k.0/Ef.2yi � 1/.z|

i
� � ai /g=h,

which is maximized at the largest value of � proportional to Ef.2yi � 1/zi g in the parameter space if one abstracts away from
parameter space shape issues. In other words, the SMSE converges in probability to Œ N�1; N�2; : : : ; N�2;�1�| where N�1 D CE.2yi � 1/
and N�2 D CE

˚
.2yi � 1/zi2

	
for some large C whose value depends on the size of the parameter space. After normalization, the

probability limit becomes Œ N�1; N�2; : : : ; N�2;�1=C �|=f N�21 C .d � 2/ N�22 C 1=C 2g1=2.
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Figure 3. How (19) varies with the choice of ˛n, sample size, and number of regressors, for
the t–distribution–based prior and design 0,2,4. The right graphs are details of the left.

Larger samples and fewer regressors result in less estimation error, which is not surprising. The fact that
the minimizing value of ˛n does not always vary with n can be attributed in part to the coarseness of the grid
of input parameters used. Going from n D 1; 000 to n D 2; 000 doubles the sample size, which (since we do
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not use a bias–eliminating prior) means that the optimal ˛n increases by a factor of 21=5 D 1:15 in the first
two graphs and a factor 21=3 D 1:26 in the last graph where the grid points are a factor 1.25 apart.

As expected, the estimation error (19) for small values of ˛n is large since the mean of the prior (zero)
is different from �0. As ˛n increases the estimation error drops rapidly and then increases more slowly in
all three cases, again as our theoretical results would indicate. There is a small fluctuation in the middle
in all three designs. In earlier work (Jun, Pinkse, and Wan, 2009) we found a similar pattern in a different
design where the prior bias (due to the fact that �0 ¤ 0) is partially offset by the asymptotic bias, before the
asymptotic bias disappears also. In other designs the asymptotic bias may amplify the prior bias.

The gain from using our estimator over the MSE (˛n D1) appears to be especially large in probit, albeit
that this may in part be attributable to the difficulty of computing the MSE, i.e. we may not achieve the true
maximum using a single chain and the chain length used in our simulations.

Perhaps the main conclusion that can be drawn from these graphs is that while it is clearly suboptimal to
choose ˛n D 1 one should be careful not to pick ˛n too small; ˛n D 1:5 3

p
n appears to be a reasonable

choice, as mentioned in section 4.2.

7.3. Estimator performance. The quantity defined in (19) can be compared across both designs and esti-
mators. For each estimator/design combination we picked the value of the input parameter that minimized
(19); the results are displayed in table 1. As the results of section 7.2 indicate, estimation error is fairly flat
over a large range and although the entries in the table would vary a bit, the choice of only presenting the
minimized values is immaterial for the qualitative conclusions.

probit hetero laplace‚ …„ ƒ ‚ …„ ƒ ‚ …„ ƒ
1000 2000 4000 1000 2000 1000 2000

Estimator dD4 dD8 dD4 dD8 dD4 dD4 dD8 dD4 dD8 dD4 dD8 dD4 dD8
SMSE 950 1162 664 843 511 462 569 336 382 701 913 504 632
uniform 969 1118 698 822 531 403 519 294 344 718 887 525 632
t 749 835 532 595 398 387 493 278 331 594 719 426 514

Table 1. Estimation error (19) �10; 000 across estimators

As one would expect estimation error is less in larger samples and greater if there are more regressors. The
estimation error decreases by approximately a factor 1.4 if one goes from 1,000 to 2,000 observations. Since
1:4 � p2 this constitutes a more sizable improvement than first order asymptotics would suggest (a factor
22=5 D 1:32 for probit and hetero and 21=3 D 1:26 for laplace). We expect the rate of improvement of the
estimation error to level off to that suggested by asymptotic theory as the sample size increases and this is
indeed borne out by the results going from 2,000 to 4,000 observations for probit.

Throughout it appears that the t–based prior does a bit better than the uniform prior and the SMSE. This
may be due to the form of the loss function (19) since both the SMSE and the Laplace estimator with a
uniform prior penalize deviations in some directions less than others, but first order asymptotics suggest that
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the choice of loss function would not affect the ranking of estimators. Alternatively, and more plausibly, the
t–based prior may result in less bias than the other two estimators.18

Whatever the explanation, it should be noted that the choice of prior is asymptotically immaterial in laplace
because 3

p
n is the best achievable rate. In the other two cases, one can in principle bring up the convergence

rate very close to
p
n by eliminating higher order bias and choosing a small ˛n or large h. In theory once

one fixes the choice of ˛n and prior (or h and kernel) for one method one can improve over the asymptotic
properties of that estimator by choosing the input parameters of another estimator.

Nevertheless, the results in table 1 suggest that using a Laplace estimator with a t based prior beats using
SMSE with a normal kernel.

probit hetero laplace‚ …„ ƒ ‚ …„ ƒ ‚ …„ ƒ
1000 2000 4000 1000 2000 1000 2000

Estimator dD4 dD8 dD4 dD8 dD4 dD4 dD8 dD4 dD8 dD4 dD8 dD4 dD8
SMSE 47.8 94.8 96.7 200.0 189.0 39.7 84.8 73.3 167.1 45.2 96.6 92.0 195.9
uniform 9.0 16.5 19.5 35.9 42.6 9.1 17.6 19.5 37.6 9.0 16.9 19.9 37.0
t 14.9 28.8 31.7 59.9 67.2 15.0 30.0 31.4 62.1 14.9 29.1 32.2 61.5

Table 2. Time in seconds to compute an estimate

We now turn our discussion to the issue of computation times, which are reported in table 2 for the estimates
of table 1. The programs are written in C. To provide an idea of the magnitudes reported here, to compute
the SMSE for the probit case with 2,000 observations and nine regressors using sixteen different bandwidth
values in 1,000 replications takes approximately 200 � 16 � 1000 D 3; 200; 000 seconds (37 days) of CPU
time. Thankfully, parallel processing and a large cluster made this feasible.

Computation times appear to be approximately linear in the number of unknown coefficients and the
number of observations, albeit that our use of the same parameters for the routines across designs, sample
sizes, and number of coefficients, is unlikely to be optimal.

That said, in our simulations the Laplace estimator with a uniform prior was on average about five times
faster than the SMSE and significantly faster than the Laplace estimator with a t prior. Using the t prior is
slower because inverting the distribution function of a t distribution is more time–consuming than inverting
the distribution function of a uniform distribution.

7.4. Inference. We now turn to an evaluation of our uniform inference procedure of section 5. In our
evaluations we use the limit distribution described in H92 to obtain critical values for the SMSE and use the
bias expansion–based uniform inference procedure described in equation (14) of section 5 to produce ones
for ours. Because of computing time feasibility constraints we had to use the true rather than the estimated
limit distribution in all cases, which is less than ideal. Nevertheless, the simulations provide a clear picture of
some important features.

First consider figures 4 and 5, both of which correspond to the probit design with five regressors. In each
figure the top two graphs correspond to n D 1; 000 and the bottom two graphs to n D 2; 000 with the left
18As we discussed in section 4.1, the t–based prior treats all coefficients symmetrically, whereas the uniform prior places infinite
weight on the last element.
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Figure 4. Size (left) and power (right) plots for n D 1; 000 (top) and n D 2; 000 (bottom)
for probit with five regressors and a moderate amount of smoothing for the SMSE (red) and
the Laplace estimator with uniform prior (black) and t prior (green)

graphs depicting size and the right graphs depicting power for hypotheses about the first slope coefficient.
The difference between figures 4 and 5 is in the choice of input parameter. What constitutes a ‘moderate
amount’ of smoothing (i.e. smaller values of ˛n and larger values of bandwidth) or ‘little smoothing’ (i.e.
larger values of ˛n and smaller values of bandwidth) is somewhat arbitrary and the curves are hence not
directly comparable, but it does not matter for the overall conclusions.

The size of all estimators exceeds nominal size (indicated by the dashed 45 degree line) for n D 1; 000,
which appears to be mostly due to bias for the uniform prior case except for the SMSE and little smoothing for
reasons that will become apparent below. For 2,000 observations the size is noticeably better in the moderate
smoothing case. With little smoothing actual size still exceeds nominal size for the Laplace estimators which
we attribute to the fact that with little smoothing one is essentially trying to compute the MSE, which would
require more and longer chains. The opposite happens for the SMSE, which is natural since its rejection
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Figure 5. Size (left) and power (right) plots for n D 1; 000 (top) and n D 2; 000 (bottom)
for probit with five regressors and little smoothing for the SMSE (red) and the Laplace
estimator with uniform prior (black) and t prior (green)

probability tends to zero as the bandwidth goes to zero for fixed n.19 So if one would further reduce the
bandwidth then the size and power curves for the SMSE (for fixed n) would eventually get arbitrarily close to
the horizontal axis. As anticipated the influence of the prior diminishes as ˛n increases, which is borne out
by the fact that the size and powers curves of the Laplace estimators for large ˛n almost coincide.

The way to interpret the power graphs is as follows. Zero on the horizontal axis corresponds to the null
hypothesis where we would hope to see a vertical axis value equal to the nominal rejection probability 0.05.
With little smoothing the graph is approximately symmetric. When one introduces smoothing bias becomes
an issue, especially for the uniform prior estimator.

The power improves as the sample size increases, which can be seen by comparing the power values for a
given deviation fromH0 in the top and bottom graphs.

19Inference for the SMSE is based on an approximate normal distribution with mean proportional to h2 and variance proportional to
1=nh. Since for � � N.0; 1/ and any finite b; C > 0, P .�=

p
nh � h2b > C/! 0 as h! 0, both size and power tend to zero.
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Appendix A. Technical Lemmas

Let �i D Œyi ;x
|
i
�
|. Let g.�i ; �/ D gi .�/ D .2yi �1/f1.ai � �|

zi /�1.ai � �|

0 zi /g such that �0 is the
maximizer of Egi .�/. Let further I .A / be the Vapnik–C̆ernovenkis (VC̆) index of a given function class A .
Further, for some sequence Q̨n with 1= Q̨n D o.1/ and Q̨n D o.n/, let Fn D

˚p Q̨ng.�; �0 C t= Q̨n/=ct	t2Rd ,
where ct D 1C ktk. Note that Fn has an envelope function Fn.�/ D

p Q̨nkzk=.kzk C Q̨nja � z|
�0j/. We

will write Fni for Fn.�i /.

Lemma A.1. @��|Egi .�/ D 2E
�
zi z

|
i
@ap.z

|
i
�0; zi /f .z

|
i
�0jzi /

� D �V < 0.

Proof. The left hand side of the lemma statement equals

(20) @��|E

(Z z
|

i
�

�1
�
2p.a; zi / � 1

�
f .ajzi /da

)
D @�|E

˚
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�
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i
� jzi /
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� jzi /

	C E
˚
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�
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i
�; zi / � 1

�
f 0.z|

i
� jzi /

	
:

The second right hand side term in (20) equals zero at �0. To see that V > 0, please recall that p.a; z/ D
P .yi D 1jai D a; zi D z/ D P .ui � a � �|

0 zjai D a; zi D z/, which equals 0:5 if a D �|

0 z. 2

Lemma A.2. lim˛!1 ˛Efg1.�0 C t=˛/g1.�0 C s=˛/g D E
˚ˇ̌
M.z

|
i
t; z

|
i
s; 0/

ˇ̌
f .z

|
i
�0jzi /

	 D H.t; s/.
Proof. Let
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˛!1E

(
˛

Z z
|

i
�0Cmin.z|
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t;z
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f .ajzi /da

)
D E

˚
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|
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s/f .z

|
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�0jzi /

	
;

where the second equality holds by the dominated convergence theorem. Thus, noting that .2yi � 1/2 D 1,
the left hand side of the lemma statement equals

H .t; s/ �H .t; 0/ �H .0; s/CH .0; 0/ D
E
�˚
min.z|

i
t; z

|
i
s/ �min.z|

i
t; 0/ �min.z|

i
s; 0/

	
f .z

|
i
�0jzi /

� D E
�ˇ̌
Med.z|

i
t; z

|
i
s; 0/

ˇ̌
f .z

|
i
�0jzi /

�
: 2

Lemma A.3. EF 2
ni
D O.1/.

Proof. Take n large enough to ensure that Q̨n � 1. Then for z ¤ 0,

E
�
F 2

ni
jzi D z

� D Q̨n Z f .ajz/�
1C Q̨n ja�z

|�0j
kzk

�2da � sup
a
f .ajz/kzk

Z
db

.1C jbj/2 � 2 supa f .ajz/kzk;

noting that the left and right hand side expressions are equal if z D 0. Apply assumption E. 2

Lemma A.4. For all � > 0, E
˚
F 2

ni
1
�
Fni > �

p
n
�	 D o.1/.

Proof. It follows from n= Q̨n !1. 2 2

Lemma A.5. For every �n # 0, supks�tk<�n E
� Q̨n˚gi .�0 C t= Q̨n/=ct � gi .�0 C s= Q̨n/=cs

	2� D o.1/.
Proof. Note that
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�
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� 2kt � skE
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f .ajzi /kzik
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C 2ksk.cs � ct /2
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t

E
n
sup
a
f .ajzi /kzik

o
� ˚2kt � sk.1C kt � sk/	Ensup

a
f .ajzi /kzik

o
;

which tends to zero as kt � sk tends to zero. 2

Let C be a class of sets and let A be an arbitrary set. Let G D ˚
1.� 2 C/ � 1.� 2 A/ W C 2 C

	
and

QG D ˚�f1.� 2 C/ � 1.� 2 A/g W C 2 C ; � > 0
	
.

Lemma A.6. I .G/ D I . QG/.
Proof. For any (fixed) � > 0 and C 2 C and any . Mx; My/,(

0 � My � �f1. Mx 2 C/ � 1. Mx 2 A/g” 0 � My � 1. Mx 2 C/ � 1. Mx 2 A/;
�f1. Mx 2 C/ � 1. Mx 2 A/g � My � 0” 1. Mx 2 C/ � 1. Mx 2 A/ � My � 0;

because 1. Mx 2 C/� 1. Mx 2 A/ 2 f�1; 0; 1g. Therefore, f. Mx1; My1/; : : : ; . Mxn; Myn/g is shattered by the between–
graphs of G if and only if it is shattered by those of QG . 2

Lemma A.7. I .Fn/ � 2d C 5.
Proof. Let QFn D

˚f�n.�I t / � �n.�I 0/g=ct	t2Rd , where �n.�; t/ D 1
�
z

|
.�0 C t= Q̨n/ � a

�
. Further let

NF D f .�I t; s/g.t;s/2RdC1 , where  .�I t; s/ D 1.z|
t C as � 0/. Since every element of Fn has the formp Q̨n.2y � 1/f�n.�I t / � �n.�I 0/g=ct , it follows from Kosorok (2008, lemma 9.12) and A.6 that

I .Fn/ � 2I . QFn/ � 1 � 2I . NF / � 1:
Therefore, the lemma assertion follows from the fact thatI . NF / � dC3 by Kosorok (2008, lemma 9.12). 2

Lemma A.8. The pair .Fn; Fn/ satisfies

lim sup
n

sup
Q

Z 1

0

q
logN f"kFnkQ;2;Fn; L2.Q/gd" <1;

where the supremum is taken over all (finitely) discrete probability measures Q with kFnkQ;2 > 0.
Proof. By A.7, Fn has a finite VC̆ index that does not depend on n. Therefore, the lemma follows from
Kosorok (2008, lemma 11.21). 2

Lemma A.9.

E

"R ktG.t/k expfjG.t/jg�V .t/dtR
expf�jG.t/jg�V .t/dt

#
<1:

Proof. By the Jensen inequality,
1R

expf�jG.t/jg�V .t/dt
�
Z

expfjG.t/jg�V .t/dt:
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So it suffices to show that

E

�Z
ktG.t/k expfjG.t/j C jG.s/jg�V .t/�V .s/dtds

�
<1:

Repeated application of the Schwarz inequality reduces the problem to showing that for any fixed and finite C ,Z
E expfC jG.t/jg�V .t/dt <1:

But by the properties of the lognormal distribution,Z
E expfC jG.t/jg�V .t/dt � 2

Z
E expfCG.t/g�V .t/dt D 2

Z
exp

˚
C 2H.t; t/

	
�V .t/dt <1;

as desired. 2

Appendix B. Lemmas for Uniform Inference

We will be using the mapping

mj .s; ˇ/ D
8<:ˇ�1Mj fexp.ˇs/ � 1g; ˇ > 0;

Mj s; ˇ D 0;
j D 1; 2;(21)

where

Mja D
Z
�j .t/a.t/�V .t/dt;(22)

with �1.t/ D t; �2.t/ D tD�1.t/=�0, and �3.t/ D 1. Please note that

@ˇmj .s; ˇ/ D
8<:ˇ�1Mj Œsfexp.ˇs/ � 1g� � ˇ�2Mj fexp.ˇs/ � 1 � ˇsg; ˇ > 0;

Mj s
2=2; ˇ D 0:

(23)

Below we establish the expansions in (12) and (13) under, among others, assumptions J and K. Letting
Q̨n D ˛n, we first show that

p
n=˛n. O� � �0/ is equal to

(24)
1

ˇn

R
t�n.t/ exp

˚
ˇn QSn.t/C ˛2nQ.�0 C t=˛n/

	
dtR

�n.t/ exp
˚
ˇn QSn.t/C ˛2nQ.�0 C t=˛n/

	
dt

' 1

ˇn

R
tf1CD�1.t/=�0˛ngf1CDQ3.t/=˛ng exp

˚
ˇn QSn.t/g�V .t/dtR

exp
˚
ˇn QSn.t/

	
�V .t/dt

' m1. QSn; ˇn/C ˛�1n m2. QSn; ˇn/C ˛�1n ˇ�1n
R ftD�1.t/=�0 CDQ3.t/g�V .t/dt

1C ˇnm3. QSn; ˇn/

' m1. QSn; ˇn/C ˛�1n ˇ�1n
R ftD�1.t/=�0 CDQ3.t/g�V .t/dt

1C ˇnm3. QSn; ˇn/
:

We then show that when we simulate O‰ as in (9) we get exactly the same object as (24) with OG in lieu of QSn.
In particular, after substitution of t  ˇ

2=3
n t in (9),

p
n=˛n O‰ is equal to

(25)
1

ˇn

R
t�
�

O� C t=˛n
�
expfˇn OG.t/g�V .t/dtR

�
�

O� C t=˛n
�
expfˇn OG.t/g�V .t/dt

;
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which will be shown to be approximated by

(26)
1

ˇn

R
t
˚
1C ˛�1n t

|
@� log�.�0/

	
expfˇn OG.t/g�V .t/dtR

expfˇn OG.t/g�V .t/dt

' m1. OG; ˇn/C .˛nˇn/�1
R
tfD�1.t/=�0g�V .t/dt

1Cm3. OG; ˇn/
:

Throughout, we use h � i to denote references to lemmas in JPW14.

Lemma B.1. For j D 0; 1 and Rn.t/ D �n.t/ exp
�
˛2nfQn.t/ C t

|
V t=2g� � f�0 C D�1.t/=˛ngf1 C

DQ3.t/=˛ng,  Z tj expfˇn QSn.t/gRn.t/ exp.�t|V t=2/
�
dt
 D op.ˇn/:

Proof. It suffices to show that

(27)

(28)

8̂̂̂<̂
ˆ̂:
 Z tj Œexpfˇn QSn.t/g � 1�Rn.t/ exp.�t|V t=2/dt

 D op.ˇn/; Z tjRn.t/ exp.�t|V t=2/dt D op.ˇn/:
Since (28) follows from the fact that � satisfies (10), we focus on (27). Because for an arbitrary polynomial
P ,
P.t/�expfˇn QSn.t/g � 1

� � ˇnkP.t/k expfj QSn.t/jg; it suffices to show thatZ
kP.t/k expfj QSn.t/jgkRn.t/k exp.�t|V t=2/dt D op.1/;

which follows from hB.12i because expfj QSn.t/jg � expf QSn.t/g C expf� QSn.t/g. 2

Lemma B.2. .˛2nˇn/�1
R
tD�1.t/DQ3.t/ expfˇn QSn.t/g�V .t/dt D op.1/.

Proof. Since by hB.3i

.˛2nˇn/
�1
Z
ktD�1.t/DQ3.t/k

ˇ̌
expfˇn QSn.t/g � 1

ˇ̌
�V .t/dt

� ˛�2n
Z
ktD�1.t/DQ3.t/k expfj QSn.t/jg�V .t/dt

the lemma statement follows from hB.6i. 2

Lemma B.3. .˛nˇn/�1
R
tfD�1.t/CDQ3.t/gŒexpfˇn QSn.t/g � 1��V .t/dt D op.1/.

Proof. Letting P.t/ D tfD�1.t/CDQ3.t/g, note that by hB.3i,P.t/Œexpfˇn QSn.t/g � 1�
 � ˇnkP.t/k expfj QSn.t/jg:

Therefore, it suffices to show that
R kP.t/k expfj QSn.t/jg�V .t/dt D Op.1/, which follows from hB.6i. 2

Lemma B.4. For j D 0; 1, Z tj f�. O� C t=˛n/ � �0 �D�1.t/=˛ng expfˇn OG.t/g� OV .t/dt
 D op.ˇn/:
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Proof. It suffices to show that

(29)

(30)

8̂̂̂<̂
ˆ̂:
Z tj f�. O� C t=˛n/ � �0 �D�1.t/=˛ng

�
expfˇn OG.t/g � 1�� OV .t/dt D op.ˇn/;Z tj f�. O� C t=˛n/ � �0 �D�1.t/=˛ng� OV .t/dt

 D op.ˇn/:
Because(30) follows from assumptionKwe focus on(29). Since for an arbitrary polynomialP ,

P.t/�expfˇn OG.t/g�
1
� � ˇnkP.t/k expfj OG.t/jg; it suffices to show thatZ

ktj f�. O� C t=˛n/ � �0 �D�1.t/=˛ng expfj OG.t/jg� OV .t/dt D op.1/:(31)

By hH.4i,

(32)
Z
kP.t/k expfj OG.t/jg� OV .t/dt D Op.1/;

which implies that

(33)
Z
tj�. O� C t=˛n/ expfj OG.t/jg� OV .t/dt

D
Z
tj f�. O�/C t|@��. O�/=˛ng expfj OG.t/jg� OV .t/dt C op.1/:

Finally, (31) follows from (32) and (33), the continuity of � and @��, and the consistency of O� . 2

Lemma B.5. For any polynomial P ,Z
P.t/ expfˇn OG.t/g� OV .t/dt D

Z
P.t/ expfˇn OG.t/g�V .t/dt C op.1/:(34)

Proof. Note first thatZ
kP.t/k expfˇn OG.t/gˇ̌� OV .t/ � �V .t/ˇ̌dt

�
sZ

kP.t/k2 expf2ˇn OG.t/g�V .t/dt
Z � OV .t/ı�V .t/ � 12�V .t/dt ;

where
R kP.t/k2 expf2ˇn OG.t/g�V .t/dt D Op.1/ by hH.2i. Moreover,

R ˇ̌
� OV .t/

ı
�V .t/

�1�1ˇ̌2�V .t/dt D
op.1/ by the dominated convergence theorem. 2

Lemma B.6. For any polynomial P ,Z
P.t/

�
expfˇn OG.t/g � 1�� OV .t/dt D Z P.t/

�
expfˇn OG.t/g � 1��V .t/dt C op.ˇn/:

Proof. Note that
P.t/�expfˇn OG.t/g � 1� � ˇnkP.t/k expf OG.t/g and follow the same logic as B.5.

Lemma B.7. p
n=˛n O‰ D m1. OG; ˇn/C .˛nˇn/�1

R
tfD�1.t/=�0g�V .t/dt

1Cm3. OG; ˇn/
C op.1/:
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Proof. By substitution of t  ˇ
2=3
n t and by B.4 to B.6,

p
n=˛n O‰ D 1

ˇn

R
tf1CD�1.t/=�0˛ng expfˇn OG.t/g�V .t/dtR

expfˇn OG.t/g�V .t/dt
C op.1/

D m1. OG; ˇn/C .˛nˇn/�1
R
tfD�1.t/=�0g�V .t/dt

1Cm3. OG; ˇn/
C op.1/:

2

Below let B D Œ0; Cˇ � and let m.s; ˇ/ D
�
m1.s; ˇ/;m2.s; ˇ/; ˇm3.s; ˇ/

�|
.

Lemma B.8.
˚
m. QSn; �/

	
and

˚
m. OG; �/	 are stochastically equicontinuous.

Proof. Noting that by (23) and hB.2i, maxˇ2B
@ˇm. QSn; ˇ/

 D Op.1/; the stated result follows from
theorem 21.10 in Davidson (1994). The case with OG in lieu of QSn can be similarly dealt with by using
hH.2i. 2

Lemma B.9. For any continuous function ! with j!j � 1=2 and for S being either QSn or OG,

lim
ı#0

E sup
jˇ� Q̌j<ı

ˇ̌
!fm.S; ˇ/g � !fm.S; Q̌/gˇ̌ D 0;(35)

where ˇ; Q̌ are implicitly assumed to belong to B .
Proof. Consider S D QSn first. Choose � > 0. For C; � > 0, define the events

AC D
�
max
ˇ2B

m. QSn; ˇ/
 � C�; B� D

�
sup

jˇ� Q̌j<ı

m. QSn; ˇ/ �m. QSn; Q̌/
 � ��:

By Boole’s inequality the left hand side in (35) is bounded above by

P
�
AcC

�C P
�
Bc�
�C E

"
1
�
AC

�
1
�
B�
�

sup
jˇ� Q̌j<ı

ˇ̌
!fm. QSn; ˇ/g � !fm. QSn; Q̌/g

ˇ̌#
:(36)

Since ! is continuous, it is uniformly continuous on fm W kmk � C g. So there exists a � > 0 for which the
expectation in (36) is bounded by �. Further, by B.8, P

�
Bc�
�
can be made less than � by choosing ı sufficiently

small. Finally, P
�
AcC

�
can be made smaller than � by choosing a sufficiently large C , because

max
ˇ2B

m. QSn; ˇ/
 � Z �.t/ QSn.t/

 exp˚Cˇ j QSn.t/jg�V .t/dt D Op.1/

by hB.2i. Hence (36) is bounded by 3� for a sufficiently small ı. The case of S D OG can be similarly dealt
with by using hH.2i. 2

Lemma B.10. For any continuous bounded function ! and for S being either QSn or OG,

max
ˇ2B

ˇ̌
E!fm.S; ˇ/g � E!fm.G; ˇ/gˇ̌ D o.1/:(37)

Proof. ConsiderS D QSn first. Let !�n.ˇ/ D E!fm. QSn; ˇ/g and !�.ˇ/ D E!fm.G; ˇ/g. Divide B up into
T intervals of length ı D Cˇ=T and let ˇ.t/ denote an element of interval t . By the triangle inequality, the
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left hand side in (37) is bounded by

sup
jˇ� Q̌j<ı

ˇ̌
!�n.ˇ/ � !�n. Q̌/

ˇ̌C sup
jˇ� Q̌j<ı

ˇ̌
!�.ˇ/ � !�. Q̌/ˇ̌C max

tD1;:::;T
ˇ̌
!�n.ˇ.t// � !�.ˇ.t//

ˇ̌
:(38)

The last term in (38) is o.1/ by hB.2i. Further, the second term in (38) is arbitrarily small when ı is sufficiently
small, because !� is continuous on a compact set. The first term in (38) is o.1/ by B.9. The case of S D OG

can be similarly dealt with by using hH.2i instead of hB.2i. 2

Lemma B.11. m.G; ˇ/ has a density with respect to the Lebesgue measure that is continuous in ˇ.

Proof. By the Karhunen–Loève theorem G.t/ can be written as
P1
iD1 zi'i .t/ (on compacta), where fzi g is

i.i.d. N.0; 1/. This convergence is in L2 and uniform in t , and therefore m.G; ˇ/ and m
˚P1

iD1 zi'; ˇ
	
are

distributionally equivalent. ConsidermN .ˇ/ D m
˚PN

iD1 zi'i ; ˇ
	
. ThenmN .ˇ/ has a density (of bounded

variation) fN .�Iˇ/ which is continuous in both arguments; fN can be deduced from the density of z1; : : : ; zN .
By Helly’s selection theorem, there exists a subsequence

˚
fNk .�Iˇ/

	
that converges a.e. to some f.�Iˇ/. Note

that m
˚P1

iD1 zi'; ˇ
	
is a continuous random variable, because the derivative of m

˚P1
iD1 zi'; ˇ

	
with

respect to any zi is nonzero. Therefore, the distribution function ofmN .ˇ/ converges uniformly to that of
m.G; ˇ/, which leads to

Pfm.G; ˇ/ � ag � Pfm.G; ˇ/ � bg D lim
k!1

�
PfmNk .ˇ/ � ag � PfmNk .ˇ/ � bg

�
D lim
k!1

Z a

b

fNk .mIˇ/dm D
Z a

b

f.mIˇ/dm:

Hence f.�Iˇ/ is the density of m.G; ˇ/. The continuity of f.mIˇ/ in ˇ for every m follows from the conver-
gence and continuity of fNk . 2

Lemma B.12. Let h W R3 ! R be a continuous function such that hfm.G; ˇ/g is a continuous random
variable. For any sequence fˇng with ˇn 2 B and any t ,ˇ̌

P Œhfm. QSn; ˇn/g � t � � P Œhfm. OG; ˇn/g � t �
ˇ̌ D o.1/:

Proof. It suffices to show that

(39)

(40)

8<:
ˇ̌
P Œhfm. QSn; ˇn/g � t � � P Œhfm.G; ˇn/g � t �

ˇ̌ D o.1/;ˇ̌
P Œhfm. OG; ˇn/g � t � � P Œhfm.G; ˇn/g � t �

ˇ̌ D o.1/:
Since (39) and (40) are similar, we only show (39) here. Fix t 2 R and � > 0. We will use B.10 choosing the
convenient continuous and bounded functions

N!�t .r/ D

8̂̂̂<̂
ˆ̂:
1; r � t;
1 � .r � t /=�; t < m � t C �;
0; r > t C �:

Q!�t .r/ D

8̂̂̂<̂
ˆ̂:
1; r � t � �;
.t � r/=�; t � � < r � t;
0; r > t:

Then, letting N!��t D N!�t ı h and Q!��t D Q!�t ı h,

(41) E Q!��tfm. QSn; ˇn/g � E N!��tfm.G; ˇn/g � P Œhfm. QSn; ˇn/g � t � � P Œhfm.G; ˇn/g � t �
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� E N!��tfm. QSn; ˇn/g � E Q!��tfm.G; ˇn/g:
The majorant side in (41) is for G�t D N!��t � Q!��t bounded by

sup
ˇ2B

ˇ̌
E N!��tfm. QSn; ˇ/g � E N!��tfm.G; ˇ/g

ˇ̌C sup
ˇ2B

EG�t Œhfm.G; ˇ/g�;(42)

The first term in (42) converges to zero by B.10. We now show that lim�#0 supˇ2B EG�t Œhfm.G; ˇ/g� D 0:
Note that by B.11 hfm.G; ˇ/g has density (with respect to the Lebesgue measure) fˇ , which is continuous in
ˇ. Therefore, Nf.x/ D maxˇ2B fˇ .x/ is a real–valued function, and we have

sup
ˇ

EG�t Œhfm.G; ˇ/g� � sup
ˇ

P Œjhfm.G; ˇ/g � t j � �� �
Z tC�

t��
Nf.x/dx;

which converges to zero as � # 0. 2

Appendix C. Lemmas for the Efficiency Results

Lemma C.1. For all c˛ > 0, Fc˛ has a density that is continuous in c˛ and that is positive at K D 0.
Proof. Recall that Fc˛ is the distribution function of the absolute value of

(43)
R
�
|
t exp

˚
c2˛G.t/ � c2˛t|V t=2

	
dtR

exp
˚
c2˛G.t/ � c2˛t|V t=2

	
dt

:

We will work with (43) since its density at zero is half of F 0c˛ .0/. First, (43) can for implicitly defined
N;N�;D, and D� be written as

(44)
N �N�

D CD�
D
R1
0 �

|
t exp

˚
c2˛G.t/ � c2˛t|V t=2

	
dt � R10 �

|
t exp

˚
c2˛G�.t/ � c2˛t|V t=2

	
dtR1

0 exp
˚
c2˛G.t/ � c2˛t|V t=2

	
dt C R10 exp

˚
c2˛G�.t/ � c2˛t|V t=2

	
dt

;

where G� is an independent copy of G which implies that .N�;D�/ is an independent copy of .N;D/. Please
note that N;D;N�;D� are all positive (nonzero) with probability one and have density functions. By a
change–of–variables, the density of (44) is hence equal to

(45) 2

Z 1
0

E.DjN D t /f 2N.t/dt;

where fN is the density of N. Now, (45) is positive unless E.DjN D t / is zero for almost all t , which will
occur only if the distribution of D given N D t is degenerate at zero. But D is a.s. positive. 2

Lemma C.2. For any c˛ > 0, the object in (43) has infinitely many finite moments.

Proof. Let N ;D be the numerator and denominator in (43), respectively. Let �.t/ D exp
��c2˛t|V t=2�.

Then, by the Jensen inequality, Tonelli’s theorem, properties of the lognormal distribution, and the fact that
H.t; t/ is linear in t (see (5)),

EjN jı˚R
�.t/dt

	ı�1 � E

�Z
ktkı exp˚ıc2˛G.t/

	
�.t/dt

�
DZ

ktkıE exp
˚
ıc2˛G.t/

	
�.t/dt D

Z
ktkı exp˚ı2c4˛H.t; t/=2	�.t/dt <1:
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Therefore, it suffices to show that for any ı > 1, ED1�ı <1, for which by integration by parts it is sufficient
to establish that

lim
K#0

P .D � K/
Kı

D 0:

Now, sinceD � Rktk�1 exp˚c2˛G.t/g�.t/dt , it follows that for C D 1ı Rktk�1 �.t/dt > 0,
(46) P .D � K/ � P

h
min
ktk�1

expfc2˛G.t/g � CK
i
D P

�
min
ktk�1

G.t/ � log.CK/
c2˛

�
D P

�
max
ktk�1

G.t/ � � log.CK/
c2˛

�
;

by symmetry. The right hand side in (46) is for K < 1=C bounded by

(47) P

�
max
ktk�1

jG.t/j � � log.CK/
c2˛

�
� 2 exp

�
� log2.CK/
8c4˛Emaxktk�1G2.t/

�
by Borell’s inequality,20 where Emaxktk�1G2.t/ < 1 by van der Vaart and Wellner (1996, prop.A.2.3)
because supktk�1H.t; t/ < 1. Finally, substituting QK for � log.CK/ and taking QK ! 1 shows that the
right hand side in (47) goes to zero faster than any power of K. 2

Appendix D. Proofs of Theorems

Proof of Theorem 1. By A.1 to A.5 and A.8, Assumptions A through G in JPW14 are satisfied. Therefore,
the assertions follow from Theorem 1 of JPW14 by letting Q̨n D ˛n in cases ii and iii, and letting Q̨n D 3

p
n

in case i. 2

Proof of Theorem 2. Fix 0 < K <1 and define

‡ D
R ktG.t/k expfjG.t/jg�V .t/dtR

expf�jG.t/jg�V .t/dt
:

The limit of the numerator in (6) does not depend on c˛ and is nonzero. So we show that the denominator in
(6) can be made arbitrarily small. We will pick c˛ � 1; the upper bound is immaterial as long as it is fixed
and finite. Now, by substitution of t  c˛t and a simple application of the mean value theorem,

lim
n!1P

˚
3
p
n
 O�c˛ � �0

 > K	 D P

"
R
t exp

˚
c2˛G.t/ � c2˛t|V t=2

	
dtR

exp
˚
c2˛G.t/ � c2˛t|V t=2

	
dt

 > K
#
D

P

"
R
t exp

˚
c
3=2
˛ G.t/

	
�V .t/dt

c˛
R
exp

˚
c
3=2
˛ G.t/

	
�V .t/dt

 > K
#
� P

"R ktG.t/k exp˚c3=2˛ jG.t/j	�V .t/dtR
exp

˚�c3=2˛ jG.t/j	�V .t/dt >
Kp
c˛

#
� P

�
‡ > K=

p
c˛
� � P

�
‡ > K=

p
c�̨
�
:

Pick c�̨ small enough to satisfy (6).

20Christer Borell, not Émile Borel; see van der Vaart and Wellner (1996, p.438).
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The above argument also establishes the second half of the theorem with the exception of an area near
K D 0. However, because

lim
K#0

NF1.K/ � NFc˛ .K/
K

D F 0c˛ .0/ � F 01.0/

and F 01.0/ <1, it follows from C.1 that F 0c˛ .0/ > 0 and F
0
c˛
.0/ > F 01.0/ for all sufficiently small c˛ . 2

Proof of Theorem 3. Since by C.2 (43) has a finite mean,
R1
0
NFc˛ .K/dK <1. By theorem 2 there exist

MK; � > 0 such that for some c�̨ D c�̨. MK; �/8̂<̂
:

sup
c˛2Œ0;1�

R1
MK NFc˛ .K/dK < �;

inf
0<c˛<c

�
˛

R MK
0

˚ NF1.K/ � NFc˛ .K/	dK > �:

We now show that for any K� � 0,

inf
0<c˛<c

�
˛

Z K�

0

˚ NF1.K/ � NFc˛ .K/	dK � 0:
For K� � MK this result is implied by theorem 2. For K� > MK,

inf
0<c˛<c

�
˛

Z K�

0

˚ NF1.K/ � NFc˛ .K/	dK
� inf
0<c˛<c

�
˛

Z MK

0

˚ NF1.K/ � NFc˛ .K/	dK � sup
c˛2Œ0;1�

Z MK

0

NFc˛ .K/dK � � � � � 0:

2

Proof of Theorem 4. By Müller (1959) if � � N.0; IdC1/ then �=k�k has a uniform distribution on the
sphere. The current normalization, however, normalizes the last element to equal one so the corresponding
quantity is �� D Q�=j�dC1j where � D Œ Q�

|

; �dC1�
|. Let ƒ D

p
k��k2 C 1. Then a simple change of

variables argument reveals the density of �� at �� to be
2

.2�/.dC1/=2

Z 1
0

td exp
��t2ƒ2=2�dt / ƒ�d�1;

which is the density of a d–variate Cauchy distribution. To obtain the conditional density in the theorem
statement observe that for ƒ� D

qPd
jD2 ��2j C 1 the conditional density is proportional to

.ƒ�/d

ƒdC1
D 1

ƒ�
˚
.t=ƒ�/2 C 1	.dC1/=2 ;

which after a scale adjustment to remove ƒ� indeed leads to a t distribution with d degrees of freedom. 2

Proof of Theorem 5. It follows from B.12. 2
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